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In an exceptional lecture delivered in late 2007 to researchers from INRIA, to mark the 
40th anniversary of the research organization, Michel Serres painted a picture of the 
cultural and cognitive revolution we are living since the computer tools were generalized. 
It is useful to return to the words of the famous philosopher to understand what we lost, 
and above all what we won in the widespread uptake of ICT. 
 
From the oral tradition to ICTs, the revolutions of information processing 
According to Serres, civilizations collapse when there is a major change in information 
processing, ie its storage, its operation, emission and reception. 
 
At the "oral stage", as Serres calls the period before the invention of writing, the 
information medium was the human body. The message was literally part of the 
transmitter (transmission through gesture, voice, ...) and its receptor (reception through 
the senses and stored in personal memory). Since the invention of writing and printing, 
there is dissociation between the body and the message. The creation of external 
media, first single copies and then disseminated by printing techniques, resulted in 
considerable cultural revolutions. Serres does not hesitate to assert that the state, 
commerce, law, religion, education ... are children of writing and were then transformed 
as the media access to knowledge support expanded to more and more numerous 
groups of population. 
 
Today, the emergency of ICT, the dematerialization and unlimited storage of information 
lead to a new cultural revolution. 
 
The majority of our spatiotemporal references and our community life are affected. 
Serres gives many examples, with brilliant analogies between the Web and former no-
rights areas that have subsequently seen the emergence of new forms of social life. 
 
But the revolution not only influences what we produce, it also affects our cognitive 
processes, like all those that have changed the coupling between medium and 
message. 
 
Invent rather than repeat 
The generalization of writing meant victory of "dead speech over the living word." With, 
as major consequence, the progressive loss of personal memory. Students in the Middle 
Ages retained in all there details the complete courses dispensed by their teachers. 
Today we consider taking notes to be necessary as we listen to a speaker, because we 
are afraid we won't remember his words ... And access to the infinite sum of human 
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knowledge via the web only amplifies this phenomenon, much to the chagrin of 
educators, who see the increasing difficulty of learners to memorize even short texts. 
 
Serres seriously questions this notion of "loss" and connects it to its opposite, the "gain": 
we have lost our memory, but what did we gain? According to the philosopher, the 
computer as a universal, multi-fucntional tool has "liberated us from the overwhelming 
obligation to remember." So, our neurons are available for higher and more human 
tasks: creation, for example. In other words, we become more intelligent because we 
"lost our head"! It (or rather, the contents of millions of heads ...) is now before us in the 
computer. So we have the opportunity to invent, rather than to repeat as was the case 
for centuries, since we are assured of the permanence of knowledge outside of 
ourselves, accessible at any time. 
 
The virtual is neither the enemy of learning, nor of pleasure 
Serres does not pretend to provide the keys to the revolution in progress, but draws our 
attention to the fact that it exists, and that it is far from over. This calls for us not to cling 
to the old ways of access to knowledge and learning. At the end of his lecture, 
answering a question from the audience, Serres discusses remote education and "the 
loss of the body". Is a teacher, who is physically present, more effective for teaching 
than an online course? Not necessarily, he replied. Human interaction carries the best 
and the worst ... He insists that virtuality was present in our lives long before the advent 
of ICTs, through the imagination : does what we imagine not give us a pleasure often 
equivalent or even superior to what we actually do? 
 
The conference, available on the site of Interstices (the blog of INRIA), perfectly 
illustrates the value of virtual and paperless message: exciting, funny, formidably 
erudite, in short intelligent ; it ended with a standing ovation from the public. Michel 
Serres's eyes glistened with shared emotion. And yours will shine too, if you watch it. 
New technologies: cognitive and cultural revolution. Lecture by Michel Serres, delivered 
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